THE LA MER MIRACLE BROTH FACIAL
The crème de la crème of facials transforms with
bespoke massage techniques and a pure infusion
of our coveted Miracle Broth™. Exclusive to the spa
experience, this incomparable extract helps optimize
skin’s performance, helping bring skin back to its
healthiest looking center. A special ice
sequence seals in benefits.

90 minutes $375

THE LA MER GENAISSANCE FACIAL
Born from the time-transcending Genaissance
de la Mer The Serum Essence, this divine treatment
is enriched with phenomenal renewing energies.
Rejuvenation and vitality are accelerated with a
signature stimulating technique. A genesis begins,
revealing a lustrous, crystalline complexion
that eclipses signs of age.

90 minutes $375

THE LA MER BACCARAT FACIAL
This multi-sensorial facial treatment brings the
story of Baccarat to life. Skin journeys through the
elements of crystal creation via deep breathing, gentle
exfoliation, warming massage with signature Victory
Stones and a cooling Icy Crystal Star technique. Skin
emerges reflecting the spirit of Baccarat: flawless
clarity, translucency and ultimate radiance.

90 minutes $350

THE LA MER PURIFYING FACIAL
A steam purification process delivers a
deep cleanse and detoxification to refine
and restore pores. Gentle exfoliation reveals
a pristinely polished, radiant surface.

60 minutes $225

THE LA MER LIFTING FACIAL
A personalized treatment that targets facial
contours with proprietary lifting massage techniques
and the legendary healing energies of Miracle Broth™
to reveal a more youthful appearance.

THE LA MER HYDRATING FACIAL
A pure infusion of the coveted Miracle Broth™ is paired
with La Mer’s unique massage techniques to energize
and deeply hydrate skin, plumping it from within.

THE LA MER RADIANT FACIAL
Proprietary techniques and super potent Miracle
Broth™ combine to target dull, uneven skintone
to illuminate, soothe, and hydrate the skin.

60 minutes $235
90 minutes $310

THE LA MER BODY TREATMENT
Luxuriate in a superbly restorative service that treats
you to La Mer from top to toe. Skin is polished and
refined, leaving it soft, smooth and supple. A signature
blend of stretching, shiatsu, acupressure and Swedish
massage help enhance circulation, balance energies
and encourage an overall sense of well-being.

90 minutes $355

THE LA MER EYE FOCUS TREATMENT
An oasis for tired, stressed eyes softens the
appearance of fine lines, wrinkles and dark circles
with the legendary healing energies of Miracle Broth™.
A calming application soothes, hydrates and renews
the delicate eye area delivering an expression of youth.

30 minutes $85
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BODY TREATMENTS AND RITUALS
Enjoy any of these ultra-luxe, deeply hydrating
massages combining shea butter with highly
concentrated, natural ingredients. In unison, these
ingredients firm, plump and leave your skin
feeling and looking radiant.
Choose from the following modalities:

FOUR HAND MASSAGE
The ultimate massage for the busy traveler.
Receive twice the benefit with two therapists
performing seamlessly synchronized therapeutic
movements that induce deep relaxation.

60 minutes $490
90 minutes $750

DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE
Slow, strong strokes work deeper layers of muscle
fibers in this therapeutic treatment. A deep tissue
massage helps address patterns of tensions and
habits that may lead to discomfort and misalignment.

60 minutes $220
90 minutes $325

AROMATHERAPY MASSAGE
A select blend of essential oils are incorporated
into your massage, appealing to the body, spirit
and mind. A deep sense of relaxation will leave
you with an emerging sense of calm.

60 minutes $260
90 minutes $355
Add La Mer Body Crème to any massage for $35

HOT STONE MASSAGE
This treatment blends the therapeutic properties of
heated basalt stones with Swedish massage strokes
to relieve tight muscles, improve micro-circulation and
promote a sense of calm and well-being.

90 minutes $335

SWEDISH MASSAGE
This universally appreciated technique helps reduce
tension, boost micro-circulation and encourages deep
relaxation. Smooth, long strokes and light to moderate
pressure alleviate fatigue for a feeling of well-being.

60 minutes $210
90 minutes $315

MOTHER TO BE MASSAGE
Gentle relief for the discomforts of pregnancy.
Your therapist will create a treatment suited to your
specific needs using support pillows and specially
adapted massage techniques that lead to a sense
of comfort and relaxation. Recommended for women
in their second or third trimesters.

60 minutes $220
90 minutes $320

HYDRATING BODY POLISH
May be added to any massage or facial service
Renew your skin with this gentle express body scrub.
This hydrating body treatment is a nourishing way
to refresh and exfoliate the skin with our rich mineral
Dead Sea salt. A warm application of our hydrating
body lotion, infused with Vitamin E, is massaged
onto the skin for intense hydration.

30 minutes $135
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